
PLASTER PUMPS AND MIXERS

HOW DO YOU
CHOOSE?
 



THERE ARE A
LOT OF OPTIONS

START HERE
When you are looking to purchase a plaster
pump, rig, or mixer - we know there is a lot to
consider. Some of the most basic but most
important qualities of the machines go
unnoticed until someone purchases a lower
quality machine. And that hurts
 
Here are some of those qualities you will want
to look and reasons why industry leaders
choose Spray Force equipment.



EQUIPMENT POSSITION
AND WEIGHT

 Equipment possitions and weight effect the
amount of work you and your crew can safely
produce. In the example on the left there are
two machines.
 
Notice on the top machine there is a gap of
over 8 inches between the tank and the axle.
Reducing that gap (as you see in our machine
on the left bottom) will reduce the
towing/tongue weight. This makes it easier to
tow, increases the life of the equipment, and is
safer 



MATERIALS AND
DURABILITY

 
Look for signs of superior materials being used
in the manufacturing process. The top left
picture shows a later shaped brace. This is
typically used to stop bowing/flexing. Rather
than using higher quality materials that will
remove the bowing/flexing - many companies
choose to brace the weak points. This will
cause other areas of the machine to
compensate and wear down quicker.
 
The lower picture shows a quality weld and a
comon area our competition has issues with.
Opening and closing the heavy lid causes lower
quality parts to wear and bend. Not Spray Force



GEAR PUMP
Been in use since the 1960's to deliver fluids
in our competitors machines. Effective but

fails more often and is more dangerous.

ROTOR PUMP
Safer and more efficient way to deliver fluids.

Our Rotor Pumps in combination with our
smart system is the safest and most efficient

way to work.



IT'S ALL ABOUT
PRODUCTION &
SAFETY
OLD TECH = OLD ISSUES
You already know that plaster pumps can make your crew
incredibly efficient. Most of the technology used has been
around for 50+ years. But two of the areas you cannot
overlook are in the advancements in technology that add to
efficiency and promote safety
 
Only Spray Force pumps have an automatic self
compensating smart system. This ensures your preasure
stays within the right range. This keeps your crew safer,
servicing costs down, and increase overal efficiency.
Everyone deserves to get home safe.



ADVANCEMENTS,
SAFETY, AND
AUTOMATION
NEW TECH = NEW PRODUCTION

Plaster pumps can make your crew incredibly efficient and
most of the technology used has been around for 50+ years.
But one of the areas you cannot overlook is the
advancements in technology that add to efficiency and safety
 
Only Spray Force pumps have an automatic self
compensating smart system. This ensures your preasure
stays within the right range. This keeps your crew safer,
servicing costs down, and increase overal efficiency.
Everyone deserves to get home safe.



LIFE TIME VALUE

WE DON'T SKIM ON QUALITY
MATERIALS OR THE BUILD
We are still building our machines to last
longer than the initial owner. It's pretty
common for us to get pictures on social
media or pull up to sites where companies
are using a machine that someone
purchased 30+ years ago. 
 
Our goal is to build a machine that will keep
running so you can keep running.

PURCHASE
When you purchase a Spray Force piece of
machinery - you know you are getting the

best equipment and quality.

PRODUCTION
Your Spray Force Machine will produce more
than you expect. More up time, ease of use,

and safety lead to more proffits.

REPAIRS
We are the manufacturer. Pieces do wear out

but you will know where to get the right
quality parts and the help to get. 

ONGOING COSTS
Because we continually improve our

machines - your costs go down with the life
of your machine. 


